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om e m ythological tales, handed down over 
centuries in a variety of literary forms, come to 
receive one particular artistic treatment that is 
so powerful and influential that it is felt to be 
definitive, the medium through which the myth will be 
known to all future generations. Thus the body of Ger­
manic legend expressed in Norse as the Volsunga Saga and 
in Middle High German as the Nibelungenlied was a curi­
osity know primarily to Medievalists and philologists 
until Richard W agner made it the basis of his famous 
operatic cycle, The Ring of the Nibelung. The work struck 
such a profound chord in the psyche of nineteenth-century 
Europe that it determined the way most people would 
thereafter perceive not only the specific legend of the 
Nibelungs, but the entire realm of Teutonic mythology — 
the "Northern thing," as C.S. Lewis called it. Lewis has 
h im self recounted  at length how  im portant a role 
Wagner's music and W agner's literary approach to the 
legend played in the early development of his own myth­
opoeic im agination; and Tolkien, of course, modeled the 
baleful powers of his One Ring on the equally sinister 
effects of Alberich's cursed ring as it was portrayed in 
Wagner's work, and developed Wagner's original theme 
of the destructiveness of "power without love."
Myths, however, are not a harmless epiphenomenom 
of literature, but powerful archetypal structures that can 
motivate human behavior, for both good and ill. And the 
mythical dimensions of W agner's Ring cycle were, as we 
know all too well, applied to devastatingly negative 
political ends in the course of the twentieth century. It is 
difficult for us today, after the shockingly amoral cruelties 
of World War II, to forget how much Wagner's unbridled 
passion, his strong nationalist feeling, his suggestions of 
Ubermenschen and inferior races appealed to Hitler and the 
Nazi movement, and how much impetus it gave to their 
propaganda. Although their interpretation of W agner's 
work certainly oversimplified and distorted his original 
meaning, the aesthetic and philosophical links between 
them remain evident, and have led many commentators to 
think of the Nibelung legend —  and sometimes, by exten­
sion, the entire realm of Teutonic mythology —  as "tainted," 
too obviously associated with socially harmful ideologies to 
be granted consideration as a valid artistic theme. With the 
resurgence of Nazism and neo-fascist movements in many 
parts of Europe, there has been even more reluctance to give 
the myth any new literary expression.
It is thus an extraordinary daring project that Diana L. 
Paxson has undertaken with her new trilogy, of which The 
Wolf and the Raven (Morrow, 1993) is the first volume. Her 
aim is to re-examine the Nibelung legend from a completely
fresh perspective, and to restore its original potency by 
presenting it in a purer, more profoundly mythopoeic 
form. That she has (on the strength of this first installment) 
succeeded is all the more remarkable in that her re-telling 
preserves, by and large, most of W agner's story line, and 
even many of the symbolic themes that recur in the course 
of his work. Yet they are completely transfigured by 
Paxson's very different narrative note and her extremely 
different philosophical concerns.
While modifying Wagner's plot with insights from the 
Mediaeval versions of the legend, she has also placed the 
story in a precise historical setting: the early-fifth-century 
Volkswandlung period in which the legend had its source. 
As the civic and military institutions of the Western 
Roman Empire crumbled, Germanic tribes from beyond 
the Rhine were increasingly tempted to fill the resulting 
void. Some, like the Burgundians, were above all inter­
ested in comfort and security, and in exchange for them 
were willing to adopt Christianity and Roman social 
ideology. Others, like the Alamans, remained contempt­
uous of Roman customs, but were nonetheless avid for the 
wealth of the Roman lands. It is in the context of the major 
cultural conflict (which would, by the end of the fifth 
century, lay the bases of Mediaeval society) that Paxson's 
characters live out their lives. They are not, however, mere 
pawns of historical forces, but well-drawn individuals 
with emotional needs that we can instantly relate to.
The relations between the main characters are deter­
mined by two symbolic pairings. The first (following a 
pattern already well-established in Paxson's previous 
works) involves two women, one "light" and one "dark," 
who love each other and complement each other's actions 
even after circumstances have forced them into conflict. 
Here the (light) Burgundian princess Gudrun is paired 
with the (dark) Hunnish princess Brunahild. Gudrun is (to 
use a term for popular psychology) Other-motivated: de­
voted to her brother Gundohar, eager to please and make 
friends, concerned for the well-being of her people. By 
contrast, Brunahild —  who has grown up without any 
stable family ties —  is highly self-motivated, and despite 
her loneliness refuses to let mere human ties impede her 
deepening relationship with the god W odan, which gives 
her life meaning. Chosen by the god, she becomes one of 
the Walkyriun, warrior-priestesses of Wodan, who are 
also expert in runecraft and herblore.
The other pairing links Brunahild to Sigfrid, who like 
her has never had support of kin. In his years as an appren­
tice to the Earthfolk-smith Ragan in the forest, he has 
observed the social customs of wolves, and has come to
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identify w ith them, learning from them all that he knows 
about interpersonal relations. The identification becomes 
even deeper when he discovers that he is "skin-strong," i.e., 
that he can change his shape to that of animals. The devel­
opment of this talent leads him to experiences that clearly 
separate him form the common run of mortals, and force 
him, quite against his will, onto a heroic path. But he is 
saved from what would have been a life of unbearable 
isolation by Brunahild's gift to him of her magical powers 
as a Walkyrie. They find in each other, at long last, the 
counterpart their unique gifts require; and joined together 
in a mutually reinforcing union, like god and goddess, 
they can face the destiny that links them to Wodan.
The W alkyrin who train Brunahild are an invention of 
the author's, since we have no evidence that initiatory 
colleges of warrior priestesses existed in Germany at that 
time; yet their presence is not im plausible, and does not 
violate anything we know about the cultural environment 
of the period. Paxson has obviously invested her descrip­
tion of their practices with her own ideals of magical and 
spiritual training. Yet, like any religious organization, the
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W alkyriun can be corrupted by greed and personal 
animosities, as we see in their treatm ent of Brunahild. 
Although they cast her out because of her supposed fail­
ings, it is in fact they who have failed her, since she is more 
purely attuned to W odan's will than they are, and fulfills 
the god's commands even when they do not conform to 
the priestesses' pre-ordanied strategies. One can foresee 
that, in future episodes of the story, the god will make 
them pay for their failure.
The most innovative element in Paxson's re-telling of 
the legend, however, is her treatment of the Land, which 
emerges as one of the story's main characters. There was 
already a Romantic appreciation of nature in Wagner's 
"forest murmurs," of course, but here the sense of commu­
nion with the Land is taken much farther. It becomes a 
spiritual imperative, and the only way to true stability and 
peace: genuine love of the physical land one lives on, 
untainted by claims of exclusive ownership, can unite 
people with diverse cultural and political allegiances. This 
sensitivity to the Land is, in the story, reinforced by 
Brunahild's and Sigfrid's constant awareness of features 
in the natural world around them —  from awe-inspiring 
glimpses of the great Rhine to the calls of birds and minute 
seasonal changes in trees and shrubs (although it is, amus­
ingly, an American squirrel and American nuthatches that 
appear in some of the forest scenes!). In general, one of 
Paxson's greatest strengths in her ability —  more power­
fully evident here, perhaps, than in any of her previous 
works —  to depict pre-Christian piety, with all of its theo­
logical, moral and emotional aspects, convincingly and 
movingly.
What of the Ring, the central element of the story in its 
best-known form? Paxson has made it a Celtic neck-ring, 
stolen from an ancient sacrificial hoard dedicated to a 
goddess in a sacred pool. It is imbued with the magic of 
the gods of fertility, and can thus draw wealth to itself. In 
the hands of an upright person like Sigfrid it will be a 
harmless instrument for achieving a perfectly appropriate 
prosperity and well-being, but individuals w ithout moral 
scruples could apply it to far m ore destructive ends —  as 
we shall no doubt discover.
The remaining two volumes will continue to trace the 
destiny of Sigfrid and Brunahild as it becomes linked with 
that of the Burgundians, who are struggling, against very 
great odds, to make a transition from the old tribal world 
to a new world of Church and State. We can be certain, on 
the strength of this first volume, that it will be a story worth 
following. And we must be grateful to Diana Paxson for 
restoring to us some of the primal magic that so impressed 
Lewis and Tolkien w hen they first came into contact with 
the legend of the Nibelings. ¥
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